Differentiation hotspots: the deterioration of hierarchy and stochasm.
The conception of the present-day model of hematopoiesis was begun by the work of Professor Ernst Neumann in the 19th century when he established that immature blood cells in the bone marrow migrate out into the blood vessels. Here was the birth of the hierarchical model of hematopoiesis. Jumping 135 years into the present day, recent data suggests that the stem cell regulation is not based on the classic hierarchical model, but instead more on a functional continuum. Presumptively, chromatin remodeling with cycle transit underlies changes in gene expression. This implies that the differentiative potential of primitive stem cells should also shift with cycle transit. This model proposes a less rigid system, at least in the early stem cell and progenitor compartments in which the functional characteristics of stem cells change as they go through cycle transit. We have shown that hematopoietic stem cells reversibly shift their engraftment phenotype with cytokine induced cell cycle transit. Other shifts include adhesion protein expression, cytokine receptor expression, gene expression, and progenitor phenotype. We have also found differentiation "hotspots", culture times (reflective of cell cycle state) at which stem cell differentiation was directed toward a specific lineage. This data inaugurates the end of a pure stochastic model. This work complements existing scientific work without discounting it and adds an additional dimension of complexity (or simplicity) to the process of hematopoiesis.